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TGF20E : These adapters are designed to allow EVT10 Pontiac splitter tip to be installed on Pypes exhaust SGF70 
system.  The kit includes (2) adapter pipes with the factory style spoon hangers and (2) HVC21, 1" wide band clamps. 
welding the extension to the tailpipe can be done with a standard mig welder. Cutting of your existing tailpipes may be required for the splitters 
to exit properly on your vehicle. Simply cut the driver and passenger side tailpipes just above the rear hanger spoon, slide the TGF20Eexpanded 
portion on to the tailpipes and clamp using the HVC21 band clamps. The spoon on the new extension will be your rear hanger. 

 
TGF10E : These adapters are designed to allow EVT10 Pontiac splitter tip to be installed on Pypes exhaust SGF11 
system.  The kit includes (2) adapter pipes with the factory style spoon hangers and (2) HVC21, 1" wide band clamps. 
welding the extension to the tailpipe can be done with a standard mig welder. Simply remove your rear portion of the tailpipes and replace with 
these adapters. Slide the clamps on first! Install the adapter spoons into the rubber hangers.  Install your tips, adjust the position and clamp down 
the system. 
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